In earlier papers qualifying types were presented as a technique for dynamically qualifying objects in a general way. This paper considers how such types can be composed statically into the definitions of other types.
INTRODUCTION
Qualifying types in Timor 1 represent a new kind of software component, instances of which can qualify the behaviour of other objects in a general way by means of special methods known as bracket methods. A bracket method "catches" invocations of methods of other objects ("targets") and its code can replace that of the target methods. They can use the special body statement to invoke the target method and thus provide code which serves as a prelude and/or a postlude for it, e.g. to synchronise, monitor or protect the object to which the target method belongs [6, 7] . In many cases bracket methods can be defined and implemented without having a direct knowledge of the types which they will later qualify. Hence we expect that they will provide a significant contribution to the emergence of a genuine software components industry, as envisaged by McIlroy [14] more than three decades ago.
Instances of qualifying types ("qualifiers") have a role analogous to adjectives in natural language which are used to qualify nouns (the "targets"), e.g. a "synchronised person" or a "protected list". Such adjectival qualification occurs in two forms in natural language. The first form is entirely dynamic. For example the nouns serving both as subject and as object of the following sentence are dynamically qualified by adjectives: "The nice old lady held the pretty little baby." The adjectives appear in noun phrases which are especially created for a particular sentence. This is loosely equivalent to using Timor qualifiers as described in our earlier papers [6, 7] , whereby qualifiers can be associated with objects as the latter are instantiated, and even later in the life of the object.
But it is also possible to use adjectives in a dictionary-like way, to define new nouns which then statically have the characteristics of the adjectives. Such definitions also take the form of noun phrases, but in this case they have a defining character, e.g. "a student is a studying person". In this way new nouns are defined which can be used statically in other contexts without the inconvenience of having to repeat the adjectives, e.g. "my brother is a student". The purpose of the present paper is to show how qualifiers can be statically incorporated into new types whose instances automatically have the appropriate qualification(s).
There are many reasons for supporting static qualification alongside dynamic qualification. The first is convenience. For example if all the objects of a particular type in a particular program are to be synchronised, then it is convenient to define this once.
A second reason is security, since the definer of a type into which qualifiers are statically composed can be sure that the qualification is always applied on all objects of the type.
Another reason for providing a static qualification mechanism is efficiency. Static definition gives an optimising compiler the freedom, for example, to eliminate dynamic bracket scheduling from the run-time code.
A further important reason is that static qualification allows separate aspects of a problem to be tackled independently and then brought together into a single result. In this sense the technique offers an alternative approach to that found in aspect oriented programming (AOP) [10] , as represented in languages such as AspectJ [11] and Aspect C++ [16] .
Supporting static qualification raises a number of issues which do not arise in the case of dynamic qualification, in particular how static types can be composed from existing qualifiers and substantival types, how such types can be implemented, to what extent qualifiers have the right to invoke methods of their target, how the target should be defined in cases involving multiple qualification, etc.
In section 2 some examples of qualifying types are introduced to illustrate issues raised in following sections. Section 3 describes and illustrates type definitions which statically incorporate qualifying types. In section 4 it is shown how such types can be implemented. Section 5 discusses how the technique can be used to allow distinct aspects of a problem to be separately programmed. Section 6 provides a conclusion.
A knowledge both of qualifying types (and their special feature, bracket methods) [6, 7] and of the key features for defining and implementing types [3-5, 8, 9] in Timor is assumed in the rest of the paper.
SOME EXAMPLES
In order to illustrate some of the issues involved, five examples will be particularly useful: the types RWsync, ACLprotecting, Monitoring, DuplControlling and Studying. Type definitions and implementations for the first two of these were VOL. 4, NO. 7 JOURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY 117 presented in [7] . They respectively provide reader-writer synchronisation and protection via an access control list (ACL). In this paper three further examples are added, which are especially relevant for static type definitions. Monitoring simply counts in its bracket methods the number of times operations and enquiries of the target are invoked, and has instance methods which can return and optionally reset the counter values: The three types considered so far are pure qualifying types, in the sense that their implementations do not need access to the methods of objects which they qualify. However some qualifying types can only function correctly if they can access the public methods of their target. The for clause indicates that DuplControlling is an attribute type [9] . This means inter alia that its methods can use the pseudo variable base to access the public methods of its attribute base (in the present example any subtype of the abstract type
The qualifies clause indicates that (subtype) instances of Collection <:ELEM:> can be qualified by instances of this type. In particular the insertion methods of a collection object can be bracketed by bracket methods of DuplControlling. Here are two implementations. The first simply ignores duplicates while the second treats duplicates as an error and throws an exception. This example illustrates how semantic constraints can be checked using bracket methods, when an attribute is added to its base (i.e. when the attribute's maker is invoked) and when methods of the base are called. It also illustrates why it is important in Timor that "variables" declared in type definitions (here Date dob in Person, cf. [9] ) are actually considered to be method pairs [5, 8] ). Note that SemanticError is an unchecked exception. New checked exceptions cannot be added in bracket methods (cf. [7] ).
In [9] we observed that attribute types are usually behaviourally conform [13] with their attribute bases. Examples such as this (where an attribute applies constraints on the attribute base (or other attributes) are clearly an exception 2 , because from a client's viewpoint he does not normally expect a restriction on an item such as the age of a person, since this is not defined as an exception in the definition of the type Person (which is why an unchecked exception is used -a situation which often arises with bracket methods). This is a deliberate policy. To insist that constraints associated with all attributes are defined in the attribute base (and possibly in other attributes for the same base) would inhibit the modularity and the flexibility of attributes, since they would then all have to be defined at the latest when the attribute base is defined.
In the following sections we discuss various issues which arise out of these examples, beginning with the way they can be integrated statically into other types and their implementations.
STATIC TYPE DEFINITIONS
Like Timor's attribute types, qualifying types have a role in programs similar to that of adjectives in natural language. Just as adjectives extend and modify the meaning of nouns, so attributes extend and qualifiers modify the semantics of objects in a modular way. As the last two examples in the previous section illustrate, a type can serve as both an attribute and a qualifier for the same base object. Hence these must be treated uniformly at the syntax level in definitions of other types (i.e. in clauses which can be regarded as equivalent to noun phrases, corresponding in the following grammar to inheritedItems). The basic structure of such "adjectival" type definitions has already been outlined informally for attributes in [9] . Part names can be used, but are not explicitly illustrated here, except where this is necessary to handle repeated inheritance.
More formally, the syntax can be understood in terms of the following EBNF:
The basic bracketing rule is that the public methods of inheritedItems (whether simple or composite) are qualified by the bracket methods of their qualifyingList (if any), but public methods added by other items in the same qualifyingList are not. When a client invokes a method of a qualified item, the appropriate bracket method (if any) of each item in its qualifyingList is scheduled in turn (from left to right) at the point where the predecessor executes a body statement.
Examples of Type Definitions
Applying this syntax to qualifying types, a SynchronisedPerson can be defined as follows:
type SynchronisedPerson { extends: {RWsync;} Person; // the simpleItem Person is statically qualified by a // qualifyingList containing a single qualifier (the // reader-writer qualifier RWsync) } This shows how the qualifier RWsync reader can be statically combined with another type to produce a new type with instances which are always synchronised.
It would be possible to define types for the duplicate-free collections in the TCL along the same lines, using the qualifying type DuplControlling, e.g. However, we consider it inappropriate to define a Set in terms of a Bag, inter alia because it would result in considerable restrictions from the viewpoint of polymorphism when compared to the definition given in [4] . As that paper illustrates, Set is better defined as part of a more comprehensive collection hierarchy based on the combining of orthogonal properties, as this creates more opportunities to take advantage of subtyping. However, because of the separation of types and implementations in Timor it is possible for a type definition which does not rely on qualifying types to be implemented using implementations of qualifying types. In a later section we illustrate how the first implementation of DuplControlling can be used to implement Set.
Multiple Qualification
Types bracketed by more than one qualifier are expressed as follows with the above syntax: J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 4 
Mixing Attributes and Qualifiers
The syntax can be used to mix attributes and qualifiers, e.g. In this example the bracket methods are applied to methods of the target type (i.e. RWsync qualifies Person) but not to the methods of its attributes (i.e. in this example not to the instance methods of Studying, which are also instance methods of the new type [9] ). Since Studying is itself a specialised qualifier, when a client invokes the method for setting the dob value of Person, the op bracket of RWsync is first scheduled and when this invokes body(...), the specialised bracket of Studying is run to check whether the date of birth being set is appropriate.
Adverbial Qualification
Adverbial qualification (i.e. qualification of qualifiers) is possible, because items in a qualifying list can themselves have a qualifying list, e.g. Here the methods of Studying are synchronised, but not those of Person. This applies both to the instance methods of Studying and to its bracket methods. Thus if a client invokes the method for setting the dob value of Person, the op bracket of RWsync is scheduled to synchronise the specialised bracket of Studying before the dob method of Person is invoked.
Adverbial qualification which involves multiple levels of bracketing is non-trivial, because, for example, the synchronisation has to be released before the Person method (which is not synchronised in this example) is actually called, and then it has to be reclaimed for the Studying bracket postlude. A full discussion of adverbial bracket scheduling is beyond the scope of this paper and will be the subject of a separate paper. {{RWsync rws1;} Studying; {RWsync rws2;} Employed;} Person; // the part names are necessary for the RWsync items, // as described in [9] . }
Composite Targets

Assuming that
Employed is another for Person attribute type, the methods of Studying, Employed and Person
Methods of Qualifiers
So far qualifiers have been considered from the viewpoint of their bracket methods, but types such as RWsync are exceptions in not having their own instance methods. For example the type Monitoring has instance methods which provide the monitoring agent with the monitoring details gathered by the bracket methods and which reset the counts to zero. 
External Qualifiers
Not all qualifying types are semantically suitable for direct use in static type definitions along the lines described in the previous section. For example the type ACLprotecting, which provides access control list protection to a target object, has instance methods which set up and modify entries in the ACL. Inheriting such instance methods statically alongside the methods to be protected would normally make no sense (except perhaps for testing purposes) because clients of the new type could then manipulate the ACL to provide themselves with access to the supposedly protected methods of the target.
To accommodate such cases in an appropriate way, a simpleItem can be defined by reference, e.g. The reference must be linked via a parameter referring to an external object which is passed to a maker, as the example illustrates. This enables the invoker of the maker (i.e. External qualifiers are independent objects whose methods can be accessed via references independently of the objects which they qualify.
In contrast with qualifying types inherited by value, the instance methods of an object inherited by reference do not become part of the type containing the reference. Hence clients of objects of type GroupControlledPerson cannot use a cast statement to gain access to their instance methods (e.g. those of Monitoring). But their bracket methods are applied to the methods of the appropriate target, here the Person item. However, in an implementation of the type an actual reference passed in (as a parameter to a maker) can be used as a normal reference. This means that an implementor of a type such as ProtectedPerson has to be trusted, but not the clients of the type.
If a reference item is itself adverbially qualified by some other qualifier, this has no effect, i.e. its bracket methods are not subject to the bracket methods of the other qualifier(s). However, adverbial qualification of external objects is possible, by qualifying the external object (not the reference), as is described in [7] .
Adding New Methods in a Type Definition with Static Qualifiers
If new instance methods are added in an instance section to a type whose definition includes a qualifyingList containing qualifying types, the new instance methods are not bracketed. Technically it would be difficult to bracket these, because a qualifyingList qualifies a base type inherited in an extends or includes clause, not the type currently being defined. Furthermore a derivationClause can contain J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 4 , NO. 7
multiple inherited bases (to enable the definition of multiple inheritance), and these multiple bases can be defined to be bracketed in different ways. Hence it would not be clear how the new methods should be qualified. This "limitation" accords with the basic philosophy behind the design of Timor, whereby separate aspects should be handled separately. In this respect the definition of types corresponding to noun phrases should be seen as a two stage activity: a) First, the individual components (attribute types, qualifying types and the components which they are defined to qualify) are defined and implemented. b) Second, these should be used along the lines discussed in section 3 to compose new types, without adding new instance methods.
Redefining Methods in a Type Definition with Static Qualifiers
Inherited methods can be redefined in the usual way. Because the methods being redefined must be inheritedItems, their static bracketing is also defined, and the corresponding definition applies to the redefined method. However, methods which are separately bracketed cannot be merged, since it would not be clear how the merged methods should be qualified.
Adding New Methods and Redefining Methods in Derived Types
In accordance with the philosophy for handling new instance methods, if a type which includes static bracketing is itself extended, any new methods which are added in the derived type are not automatically bracketed with the brackets of the base type. However, any methods of the new type which redefine methods of the base type are bracketed in the same way that the original method is bracketed.
IMPLEMENTATIONS
In contrast with the standard OO paradigm an implementation in Timor does not automatically inherit code. It can optionally include re-use variables of any appropriate type. These may, but need not, be defined in terms of the type in question or in terms of a specific implementation of that type. Such re-use variables are characterised by the hat symbol (^) preceding the type or implementation name associated with the variable. The compiler compares the public methods of re-use variables with those methods of the type being implemented which do not appear in the instance section, matching them in the order of their appearance. When a match is found, the corresponding method of the re-use variable is treated as the implementation of a public method of the type being implemented. This technique implies, for example, that a type defined in terms of qualifiers can, but need not, be implemented using implementations of these (or other) qualifiers. Conversely it implies that a type not defined in terms of qualifiers can (but need not) be implemented using qualifier implementations. This implementation is tedious, because every method of the type Person has to be overridden to add the appropriate reader or writer synchronisation protocol. It is loosely equivalent to defining a subclass of Person in the standard OO paradigm in which each method is overridden and calls "super". We have illustrated this to show that it is possible to implement a type defined in terms of qualifying types without using qualifiers in the implementation. It is clear that a more efficient approach is desirable.
Automatic Implementations with Qualifiers
As was already described in [9] , a type which consists only of derivation clauses can be transformed automatically into an implementation using the following basic rules: a) Change each extends or includes clause into a state clause. If explicit makers are provided in the type definition and their parameters correspond in name and type to those of the variables automatically produced, then a maker is automatically added which assigns the values of the parameters to the corresponding state variables (cf. [9] ). This applies also to reference parameters. Thus the automatic implementation of GroupControlledPerson is: 
Explicitly Programmed Implementations with Qualifiers
The pattern for automatic implementations illustrates how explicit implementations of types which use derivation clauses for bracketing can be defined. However, the programmer can choose his own variable names (except where re-use variables must have the correct part name, e.g. for repeated inheritance).
Otherwise the implementation is like any other implementation. It can for example have additional instance methods and it can implement redefinitions of existing methods. As mentioned earlier, new instance methods are not bracketed by statically defined brackets, and redefined methods are handled by the compiler (from the viewpoint of bracketing) as if they were the method being redefined.
If an explicitly coded instance method invokes methods of state variables (including re-use variables) which are defined to be bracketed, the bracketing does not occur, i.e. inheritedItems define only how public methods are bracketed when invoked by a client. When invoked in an implementation no bracketing takes place.
Using Qualifiers which do not Occur in the Type Definition
It can be advantageous for an implementor to use qualifier implementations even where the type being implemented was not defined using qualifiers. In this case there is no appropriate pattern in the type definition which can be used in the implementation. Nevertheless implementations can be structured in terms of inheritedItems to achieve the same compositional effect as at the type level.
Thus given (any) implementations of List and SortedList (cf. [4] ), the entire duplicate-free types in the TCL can easily be implemented with re-use variables of DuplControlling's implementations, as follows: The qualifiers DuplIgnore and DuplSignal are not marked as re-use variables (with the ^ symbol) because they have no instance methods which are re-used to match the interface definitions of the types being defined.
In [4] a different, more complicated technique was used to implement the duplicate free types of the TCL. In view of the relative simplicity of the above examples, which J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 4, NO. 7
achieve the same result in a more straightforward manner, it has been decided to abandon the more complicated requires clause defined there.
PROGRAMMING SEPARATE ASPECTS
As was mentioned in the introduction, Timor's adjectival types can be viewed as an alternative approach to AOP for programming distinct aspects of programs separately. The type DuplControlling and its two implementations (see section 2) illustrates a simple example of this, whereby the aspect "duplicate-freeness" is separately programmed from other aspects of collections in the TCL. Consider now another possible aspect, relevant for collections of integers, i.e. where Collection<:ELEM:> is instantiated to Collection<:int:>. For these it might be desirable to have an additional method enq int sum(), which returns the sum of the values of all elements in a particular collection. (The collection might be any of the nine concrete collection types.)
We can envisage two implementation techniques for this. The first would have an integer variable which is continuously updated with each insertion into and removal from the collection, using bracket methods; in this case the enquiry sum simply returns the current value of the variable. The second implementation calculates the required value when the client invokes sum, by iterating through all elements in the collection, which it accesses via base.
With the first implementation in mind it might be tempting to define the aspect as a qualifying type, as follows: Here is an implementation of IntSumming which updates an internal variable whenever an integer is added to or removed from the collection: One additional difference, which has become evident in this paper, is that Timor's qualifying types can be associated with the types which they qualify dynamically (as described in [7] ) or statically, as described here, or even (as illustrated at the end of the previous section) in combination. To our knowledge no other bracketing technique supports a similar level of flexibility.
CONCLUSION
Qualifying types in Timor (along with attribute types) are a programming language counterpart for adjectives in natural languages. Just as natural languages can use a dynamic combination of adjectives and nouns to describe objects in the real world on a one-off basis, or can use them to define new nouns statically, so Timor's adjectival types can be combined with substantival types either dynamically or statically (or in combination). The grammar used to achieve static definitions of new types is closely analogous in structure to that of noun phrases in natural languages and adds a similar level of power and flexibility, providing a basis for a new programming paradigm, which we call component oriented programming, which builds on but goes beyond the object oriented paradigm.
